We define the antiumbra and the antipenumbra of a convex area light source shining through a sequence of convex area] holes in three dimensions. The antiumbra is the volume from which all points on the light source can be seen. The antipenumbra is the volume from which some, but not all, of the light source can be seen. We show that the antipenumbra is, in general, a disconnected set bounded by portions of quadric surfaces, and describe an implemented 0(n2) time algorithm that computes this boundary, where n is the total number of edges comprising the light source and holes.
Introduction

Penumbrae and Antipenumbrae
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or eliminate the light reaching various regions of space. There is a natural characterization of any point in space in this situation, depending on how much of the light source can be "seen" by the point. Figure 1 depicts a two-dimensional example. If the point sees none of the light source (that is, if all lines joining the point and any part of the light source intersect an Wcluder), the point is said to be in umbra. If the point sees some, but not all, of the light source, it is said to be in penumbra. Otherwise, the point may see all of the light source. Imagine that the oecluders are replaced by convex "holes," or transparent areas, in otherwise opaque planes. In a sense complementary to that above, every point in space can again be naturally characterized. We define the anriumbra cast by the 1ight source as that volume from which the entire light source can be seen, and the arrfipenumbra as that volume from which some, but not all, of the light source can be seen (Figure 2 ). For a given light source and set of holes or occluders, the umbra is the spatial complement of the union of antiumbra and antipenumbra; similarly, the antiumbra is the spatial complement of the union of umbra and penumbra. Both the antiumbra and antipenumbra may be vacuous beyond the plane of the final hole, i.e.. they may contain no points. dimensions, the penumbra is vacuous, and computing the umbra is straightforward [ 1, 71. The problem becomes substantially more complex when the light source is lineal or areal. In general, as few as two occluders can give rise to shadows bounded by reguii, ruled quadric surfaces of negative Gaussian curvature [23] , whose three generator lines arise from non-adjacent hole or light-source edges. Reguli were first used in the context of occlusion for the aspect graph computation, which catalogues all qualitatively distinct views of a polyhedral object under orthographic or perspective projection [ 14, 201 . At present, the best time bound for computing the aspect graph of a general polyhedral object with n vertices is O(n4 lg n + m lg m + ct), where m is the number of qualitatively distinct views, at worst O(n6), and ct the total number of changes between these views [lo] .
I,ghl
For a convex lineal or area1 light source and a single convex oceluder in 3D, the umbra and its union with the penumbra are convex. Such first-order shadows have been employed to yield convincing renderings of shadowed scenes [ 15, 161. These penumbra algorithms, however, extend to multiple occluders only by effectively approximating the light source as a point or as a set of points. Several algorithms approximating multiple-occluder shadow boundaries have been described. For example, in [16] , the penumbra cast by multiple occluders is approximated by casting each occluder's penumbra individually, then performing polyhedral union and intersection operations on the result. An analogous approach is described in [4] , where the light source is treated as a discrete set of point light sources, and the shadows of collections of occluders are cast and combined. An algorithm proposed in [ 191 replaces the area light source with a point at its center, and describes an error metric that bounds the spatial discrepancy between the computed and true penumbra. This error metric can then be used to control adaptive subdivision of the light source or occluders. Another recent algorithm approximates umbra volumes by constructing "penumbra trees" and "umbra trees"; these are BSP trees [8] whose polyhedral leaf cells bound polygon fragments in partial or complete shadow [5] .
For polygonal light sources, holes, and occluders, the boundary between total illumination (antiumbra) and partial illumination (penumbra, antipenumbra) is piecewise-planar. The boundary between partial illumination (penumbra, antipenumbra) and no illu- mination (umbra), however, generally consists of portions of reguli. Generically, any connected portion of a regulus is non-convex, and any volume bounded by a portion of a regulus must be non-convex. Consequently, no algorithm that uses only polyhedral primitives or aggregations of convex objects can exactly represent the antipenumbra or umbra of an area light source for arbitrary polygonal occluders in three dimensions.
Motivation
Antipenumbra determination is motivated by visibility computations in a polygonal environment. Space is subdivided into polyhedral cells, which are mutually visible only through sequences of portuls, or convex polygonal holes [9, 26, 27] . Figure 3 depicts five cells of one such polyhedral subdivision, and the portals linking adjacent cells. An observer constrained to a given source cell can see out of the cell only through a portal (say, that of the leftmost cell in Figures 3 and 4) . If this portal is treated as an area light source, the antipenumbra cast by the portal beyond the plane of any further portal in a sequence bounds the volume visible to the constrained observer. For an observer determined to be inside the source cell, only objects inside this antipenumbral volume can be potentially visible.
A description of the antipenumbra may also prove useful for radiosity computations. For example, only polygons mutually visible through a portal sequence (i.e., in each other's antipenumbrae) can interact directly by exchanging luminous energy. Knowing a light source's antipenumbra would also be useful in the polygonal subdivision that shadowing and global illumination algorithms employ to model shadow boundaries [3,4, 12, 13, 2 I] .
Finally, the algorithm is,of theoretical interest for two reasons. First, for the class of input described here, the algorithm computes "strong" (antiumbral) and "weak" (antipenumbral) polygon visibility [ 171 with respect to a polygon (area light source) in 3D. Second, again for this input class, the algorithm demonstrates an upper time and storage bound of O(n*) on the aspect graph computation.
Overview
It can easily be shown that, in three-space, tbe antiumbra is convex, polyhedral, has complexity 0(n), and can be computed in 0( n Ig n ) time, where t) is the total polygon edge complexity of a convex light source and some number of convex area] holes. Here, we show that the three-space antipenumbra is, in general, non-convex and disconnected, but has at most quadratic complexity in 71. We present an implemented 0( n~) time algorithm that computes the piecewise-quadratic boundary of the antipenumbra.
We also describe an extension of the algorithm that computes linear and quadratic et'ent surjaces [10] . These are the loci at which the rate of area] variation in the visible portion of the light source, and therefore the derivative of illumination intensity, changes discontinuously doe to occlusion, Such surfaces are useful, for example, in polygon meshing schemes for global illumination and shadow contputations.
The algorithm uses Pliicker coordinates, a five-dimensional line representation, to transform the edges of the light source and holes into hyperplanes bounding a five-dimensional polytope. The face structure of this polytope is then intersected with a four-dimensional quadric surface, the Plucker quadric, The resulting intersections or traces are remapped to 3D objects such as stabbing lines and portions of planar and quadric surfaces, some of which are shown to bound the antipenumbra. The remaining traces corres~nd to surfaces of illumination rate discontinuity lying within the antipenumbra. The six-tuple~~can be treated either as a homogeneous point in 5D, or (after suitable permutation via Equation 2) as the coefficients of a five-dimensional hyperplane. The advantage of transforming lines to Plucker coordinates is that detecting incidence of lines in 3D becomes equivalent to computing the inner product of a homogeneous point (the dual of one line) with a hyperplane (the dual of the other).
Plucker coordinates simplify computations on lines by mapping them topoints andhyperplanes, which are familiar objects. However, although every directed line in 3D maps to a point in Plucker coordinates, not every point in Pliicker coordinates corresponds to area[ line. Only those pointsn satisfy ingthe quadratic relation n.rl=o (3) correspond toreal linesin 3D. Another points correspond toirnaginary lines,
The six Pliicke rcoordinatesof a real line are not independent, First, since they describe a projective space, they are distinct only to within a scale factor. Second, they must satisfy Equation 3. Thus, Plucker coordinates describe a four-parameter space. This confirms basic intuition: onecould describe alllines inthree-space in terms of, for example, their intercepts on two standard planes Henceforth, we use the notation Il : e -+ D(l) to denote the map lI that takes a directed line t! to the Plucker point D(e), and the notation L: : D + L(D) to denote the map that takes any point lI on the Plucker surface and constructs the corresponding real directed line L(D). For any plane or hyperplane h, we denote the closed nonnegative halfspace of h as h+, and say that a point in this halfspace is on or above h.
Extremal Stabbing Lines
We wish to describe the set of light rays originating at the light source and passing through each of a sequence of holes. Our algorithm exploits the fact that the holes are oriented by the sense in which they are traversed during a directed graph search through the portals of a spatial subdivision. For a particular hole sequence, each hole can be considered to admit light in only one direction.
In the following analysis, we call the light source and holes the generator polygons. In total, these polygons have n directed generator edges Ek, k E 1, . . , n (we assume at first that no two edges from different polygons are coplanar). Each edge Ek is a segment of a directed line ek. Since the polygons are oriented, the e,$ can be arranged so that if some directed line .s stabs (intersects) each polygon, it must have the same sidedness relation with respect to each ek. That is, any stabbing line s must satisfy ( Define hl; as the oriented Plucker hyperplane corresponding to the directed line ek: hk = {x E P' : XC3 n, = 0).
For any stabbing line s, side (s,tk) 2 0. That is, S 0 Dk 2 0, where S = D(s), and Dk = D(ek). Thus, S must be on or above each hyperplane hk (Figure 8) , and inside or on the boundary of the convex polytope nk hz.
The face structure of the polytope nk h$ has worst-case complexity quadratic in the number of halfspaces defining it [2] , and can be computed by a randomized algorithm in optimal O(n2) expected time [6] . Define the extrernal stabbing lines as those lines incident on four generator edges [ 181. Since four lines (i.e., constraints) are necessary to determine a line, if any stabbing lines exist, then at least one must be extremal. The structure of the polytope nk hi yields all extremal stabbing lines [ 18.25). Each such line t! is incident, in 3D, upon four of the ek. Consequently, the Plucker point D, must lie on four of the hyperplanes hk in 5D, and must therefore lie on a ID -face, or edge, of the polytope nk ht. Thus, we can find all extremal stabbing lines of a given polygon sequence by examining the edges of the polytope for intersections with the Pliicker surface. The extremal stabbing line corresponding to each intersection can be determined in constant time from the four relevant generator edges Ek [24] . Figure 9 depicts the output of an implementation of this algorithm. The input consists of nine polygons, with n = 39 edges total. The 5D convex polytope nk ht has 755 edges, which together yield 82 intersections with the Plucker surface, and thus 82 extremal stabbing lines. All stabbing lines, considered as rays originating at the plane of the final hole, must lie within the antipenumbra of the "light source" (here, the leftmost polygon in the sequence). Some extremal stabbing lines lie in the interior of the antipenumbra because the edge graph of nk h:, when "projected" via L into three-space, overlaps itself. 
Extremal Swaths (Event Surfaces)
There are three types of extremal stabbing lines: vertex-vertex, or VV lines; vertex-edge-edge, or VEE lines; and quadruple edge, or 4E lines. Imagine "sliding" an extremal stabbing line (of any type) away from its initial position, by relaxing exactly one of the four edge constraints determining the line (Figure 10 ). The surface, or swafh, swept out by the sliding line must either be planar (if the line remains tight on a vertex) or a regulus, whose three generator lines embed three polygon edges, In the terminology of [ 10], swaths are VE or EEE evenr surjaces important in the construction of aspect graphs, since they are loci at which qualitative changes in occlusion occur.
(1) Consider the same situations in the 5D space generated by the Plucker mapping (Figure I I) . Extremal lines map to particular points in Plucker coordinates; namely, the intersections of the edges, or ID-faces, of the polytope nk hi with the Plucker surface. Since swaths are one-parameter line families, they correspond to curves in Plucker coordinates. These curves are the traces or intersections of the 2D-faces of n~h; with the Plucker surface, and are therefore conies (in 5D, a polytope's 2D-faces are planar, and determined by the intersection of some three h~). We call the 3D swaths corresponding to these 5D conic traces extrerrrd swaths, All swaths have three generator lines, and consequently three generator edges, arising from the input polygons.
Internal and Penumbral Swaths
An object can be extremal (that is, lie on the bounda~of the convex hull) in 5D. yet lie wholly inside the antipenumbra in three-space. We define a ptmumbra/ swath as an extremal swath that lies on the boundary of the antipenumbra (these are the red and green surfaces in Figure 4 ). All other extremal swaths are interns/. Examining the 2D-faces of the polytope nk hi yields all extremal swaths; however, we must distinguish between penumbral and internal swaths, This distinction can be made purely locally; that is, by examining only the swath's three generator edges and, in turn, their generator polygons. From only these (constant number of) objects, we show how to determine whether stabbing lines can exist on "both sides" of the swath in question. If so, the swath cannot be penumbral, and is classified as internal.
Edge-Edge-Edge Swaths
Internal and penumbral EEE swaths can be distinguished as follows. Suppose three mutually skew generator edges A, B, and C give rise to an extremal EEE swath. Choose some line L incident on the generators respectively at points a, b, and c (Figure 12 -i). At these points, erect three vectors N,,, N~, and NC, perpendicular both to L and to the relevant generator edge, with their signed directions chosen so as to have a pasitive dot product with a vector pointing into the interior of tbe edge's generator polygon. (We refer to these vectors collectively as the N,. ) ci %.
(1) ( Ill )~- Figure 12 : An internal EEE swath (i), viewed along L (ii) and transverse to L (iii). The N, can be contained.
We say that three coplanar vectors can be contained if there exists a vector whose dot product with all three vectors is strictly positive. We claim that a swath is internal if and only if its corresponding N, can be contained.
Suppose that the N, can be contained (as in Figure 12 ). Consider any vector having a positive dot product with the N, (such as one pointing into the gray region of Figure 12 -ii). Next, "slice" the configuration with a plane containing both L and this vector, and view the swath in this plane (Figure 12-iii) .
The trace (intersection) of the swath on this plane is simply the stabbing line L, which partitions the slicing plane into two regions L+ and L-beyond the plane of C's generator polygon ( Figure   12 -iii). We can move L infinitesimally by keeping it tight on, say, point a. The interiors of the other two holes allow L to pivot in only one direction, thus generating stabbing lines into L+ (dotted).
Analogously, pivoting about point c generates stabbing lines into L- (dashed) . Since, by construction, the swath admits stabbing lines on both sides, it cannot be penumbral. + ,.. In contrast, the Ni of Figure 13 -i cannot be contained. Thus, any vector (including one chosen from the gray region of Figure 13 -ii) will have a negative dot product with at least one, and at most two, of the Ni. Suppose it has a negative dot product with NC. Slice the configuration with a plane containing both L and one such vector (Figure 13-iii) . Pivoting on point b generates stabbing lines into L-(dotted), as does pivoting on point c (dashed). The configuration does not admit any stabbing lines into L+. Since this is true for any choice of slicing plane and (as we will show) for any choice of L, we conclude that the swath is penumbral; ie., it separates a region of zero illumination from a region of partial illumination.
Vertex-Edge Swaths
Suppose the swath in question has type VE. Label the two generator edges defining the swath vertex v as A and B, the remaining edge C (not in the plane of A and B), the two relevant generator polygons P and Q, and the plane through C and v as S (Figure 14) . Orient S so that Q (C's generator polygon) is above it (i.e., in S+); this is always possible, since Q is convex. Plane S divides the space beyond the plane of Q into two regions S+ and S-. If stabbing lines can exist in only one of these regions, the swath is penumbral. This occurs if and only if S is a separating plane of P and Q; that is, if and only if polygon P is entirely below S.
Suppose S separates polygons P and Q. Imagine choosing some stabbing line from the swath, and moving it so that it comes free from the swath vertex v, but remains tight on edge C (and remains a valid, though non-extremal, stabbing line). If S separates P and Q, the moving line's intersection with P can only lie below S ( Figure  14-i) ; thus, beyond the plane of Q, all such stabbing lines must intersect S+. Similarly, should the stabbing line move off of C and into Q's interior, while remaining tight on v, it can only intersect S+. The swath admits only stabbing lines in S+, and is therefore penumbral. Suppose, in contrast, that the plane S does not separate P and Q, i e., that one or both of the edges A and B lie in S+ (Figure 14 -ii). Again move a swath line so that it comes free from the swath vertex v, but stays tight on edge C. If the line (dashed) moves along A above (say) plane S, it will intersect the region S-beyond the plane of Q. Similarly, motion along edge B below S produces stabbing lines (dotted) in S+. The swath admits stabbing lines into both Sand S+, and therefore cannot be penumbral.
Note that the three-vector construction for EEE swaths is applicable in this (degenerate) setting as well, since S is a separating plane if and only if the normals erected along A,B, and C cannot be contained.
The Containment Function
The containment function is a criterion for distinguishing between penumbral and internal swaths. However, it applies only along a single stabbing line, not over an entire swath. Fortunately, evaluating the containment function anywhere along a swath produces the same result. To see why this is so, consider any configuration of three coplanar vectors N., N~, and N,. Suppose that the configuration changes continuously from containable to non-containable (e.g., by rotation of vector NC), as in Figure 15 . At either moment of transition (marked with dotted lines in the figure), NC and one of N. or N~must be antiparallel. For this to occur in the EEE swath construction (Figure 13 ) two of the three generator edges must be coplanar. Similarly, in the VE swath construction (Figure 14) , edge C and one of the edges A (i) A light source and three holes (n = 15).
(ii) VE (red), EEE (green) penumbral swaths. or B must be coplanar. But the generator edges are&fired; only the sliding line varies. Thus. even though sliding an extremal line along a swath generates a continuously changing vector configuration, the c~)nrainmenr of the vectors is a constant function. If either of the EEE or VE degenerate cases occurs in practice, the containment function is indeterminate. We detect this while examining the polytope face structure. and use special-case processing to generate the correct swath.
Computing the Antipenumbra
We have assembled all of the computational machinery necessary for determining the antipenumbra. We make the following assumptions: the input is a list of m oriented polygons, PI P,,,, given as linked lists of edges, the total number of edges being n. The first polygon P, is the light source, and all others are holes. The polygons are ordered in the sense that the negative halfspace determined by the plane of C', contains all polygons Pj, i < j 5 m (thus, an observer looking along a stabbing line would see the vertices of each polygon arranged in counterclockwise order). The algorithm dualirex each directed input edge to a hyperplane in Plucker coordinates, then computes the common intersection of the resulting halfspaces. a 5D convex polytope. If there is no such intersection, or if the polytope has no intersection with the Pliicker surface, the antipenumbra is vacuous. Otherwise, the face structure of the polytope is searched for traces of penumbral swaths resulting from intersections of its I D-faces (edges) and fD-faces (generically, triangles) with the PIticker surface (cf. Figure 1 I ). These traces are linked into loops, each corresponding to a connected component of the antipenumbral boundary. There may be multiple loops since the intersection of the polytope boundary with the non-planar Plilcker surface may have several components.
Each loop consists of polytope edges and triangles in alternation. Each edge intersection with the Plucker surface (a point in SD) is the dual of an extremal stabbing line in 3D; each triangle intersection with the Pliicker surface (a conic in SD) is the dual of an extremal swath in 3D. Incidence of an edge and triangle on the polytope implies adjacency of the corresponding line and swath in 3D; stepping across a shared edge from one triangle to another on the polytope is equivalent to stepping across a shared extremal stabbing line (a "seam") between two extremal swaths in three-space. Thus the algorithm can "walk" from 2D-face to 2D-face on the polytope's surface. crossing the ID-face incident to both at each step. Each closed loop found in this manner in 5D is the dual (under the Pliicker mapping) of the boundary of one connected component of the antipenumbra in three-space.
The algorithm can be described in pseudocode as: Figure 16 -i depicts a set of four input polygons with R = 15, and the leftmost polygon acting as a light source. The antipenumbra computation took about 2 CPU seconds. The polytope nk hi, formed from 15 halfspaces in 5D. has 80 facets, 186 2D-faces (triangles), and 200 I D-faces (edges). Of the 186 triangles, 78 induce dual traces on the Plucker surface, generating 78 extremal swaths in 3D. Of these 78 swaths, 62 are internal, and I6 are penumbral (Figure l6-ii) ; of these, IO are planar VE swaths (red), and 6 are quadric EEE swaths (green). Of the 200 edges. 39 intersect the Pliicker surface to yield extremal VV. VEE, or 4E stabbing lines (Figure  17-i) . Note that the extremal stabbing line\ form the "seams" of the antipenumbral boundary. as they demarcate junctions between adjacent VE and/or EEE swaths (Figure 17-S) . Figure. 19: Curves of discontinuous illumination from the an extremal VE (ii), EEE (iii), or degenerate (iv) swath. antipenumbra of Figure 16 , intersected with a receiver plane.
(i) The antipenumbra cast by a light shining through two slits.
(ii) The third slit "clips" the antipenumbra, yielding two pieces. 
Illumination Discontinuities
Internal VE and EEE swaths, which were merely categorized and discarded by the antipenumbra algorithm, are generally surfaces along which discontinuities occur in the first or second spatial derivatives of illumination intensity. Imagine an observer inside an antipenumbral volume, looking back through the generating hole sequence to the light source. Since each intervening hole edge "clips" a halfplane away from the light source, the observer must see a convex polygonal region of the light (Figure 18-i) . The region edges arise directly from hole edges. The region vertices arise either from hole vertices, or from apparent intersections among non-adjacent hole edges as seen by the observer.
As the observer moves, the apparent area of the light source (and therefore the illumination intensity at the observer location) changes smoothly, except when a swath (i.e., event surface) is encountered. Generically, this happens in one of two fundamental ways for polyhedral objects [11 ] . Either a hole vertex appears (disappears) from the region boundary (Figure 18-ii) , or the observer's line of sight simultaneously intersects three edges, causing the appearance (disappea~nce) of an apparent boundary vertex (Figure 18-iii) . In either case a qualitative change occurs in the effect of infinitesimal observer motion on the apparent area of the light source.
Imagine the observer's motion as "sweeping" an occluding halfplane, determined by a hole edge and the observer position, over the light source. In general, each sweep surface occludes or reveals an area that changes quadratically with the observer position (parallel edges, as in Figure 18 -iv, can cause linear variation in apparent area). Along extremal swaths, the set of contributing edges changes, adding or removing linear or quadratic terms from the function relating the amount of visible light area to observer bcation. Consequently, extremal swaths are in general loci of first-or second-derivative discontinuities in illumination intensity. (In the terminology of [13] , planar traces of extremal swaths are curves of D' or D* discontinuity.) Zeroth-derivative discontinuities (i.e., abrupt changes in illumination value) can occur only in the presence of a point light source, or if the observer crosses the plane of an area light source. Neither of these circumstances occurs in the antipenumbra computation, since (1) all light sources and holes are areal, and (2) no portal plane can be traversed twice during any valid portal sequence through the spatial subdivision.
The internal swaths induced by the polygon configuration of Figure 16 , intersected with a plane beyond the final hole to produce segments of lines and conies, are shown in Figure 19 . The segments comprise a planarcume arrangement of complexity 0(n2), each cell of which contains points having the same aspect, or qualitative view, of the light source. Of course, penumbral swaths also demarcate qualitative changes in occlusion, since by stepping across one, an observer would see the light source appear or disappear from view.
Finally, we show how an area light source and as few as three holes can produce a disconnected antipenumbra. First, a light source and two holes, all thin rectangular slits, are arranged so as to admit a fattened regulus of antipenumbral light (Figure 20-i) . A third slit then partitions the fattened reguhts into two disconnected components (Figure 20 -ii).
Conclusion
We presented an 0( n~) time algorithm that computes the antipenumbra cast by a convex light source through a sequence of convex holes in three dimensions, with total edge complexity n. We described the antipenumbra as a disconnected volume bounded by regions of quadric and planar surfaces, and showed that each swath, or portion of the antipenumbral boundaty in three-space, arises from a conic segment on the intersection of a five-dimensional convex hull with a four-dimensional quadric surface, the Pliicker quadric. The algorithm is related to the aspect graph computation, in that it generates surfaces that separate regions with qualitatively distinct views of the light source or the intervening holes. We identified both penumbral and internal swaths as surfaces along which the first derivative of illumination intensity changes discontinuously due to csccl[iskm.
We demonstrated an implementation of the antipenumbracomputation on several polygon sequences. The algorithm was motivated by a visibility scheme involving static, volume-based culling in three dimensions. Knowledge of the antipenumbra may also prove useful, however, in shadowing algorithms and meshing schemes that model illumination discontinuities.
